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Standard Grade

Close Reading


Questions on
Language Technique:
Sentence Structure




Introduction:  An Approach to Sentence Structure Analysis

One of the most advanced skills you will be asked to apply in close reading, regards questions of sentence structure. These questions are, however, easy to deal with if you are familiar with a few basic concepts:

1) Sentence structure is not primarily about what the sentence means.

2) Sentence structure deals with the shape of the sentence:

- is it long or short?
- is there a pattern of punctuation? (commas, dashes, brackets)
- is there a difference in punctuation? (exclamation mark, question mark)

3) Sentence structure deals with the pattern of words:

- is the regular order of the words changed? (inversion)
- are words repeated? (repetition)
- do words appear in groupings? (list)
- do words build in importance to the end of the sentence? (climax)

4) Sentence structure often deals with the combination of punctuation (number 2) 
   and patterns of words (number 3):

- do the commas accompany a list?
- is the climax accompanied by an exclamation mark?

5) Sentence structure deals with how the structure adds to the meaning:

- why is the sentence long?
- why is the exclamation mark used?
- why are these words repeated?









Definitions and Effects of Sentence Structure Techniques:

The purpose of using these techniques may be discovered from the particular text but a few general purposes are listed below.

SHORT SENTENCES/ OR MINOR SENTENCES:
Effect:   -to show excitement or to stress a point or feeling
LONG SENTENCES:
Effect:   -to move quickly to show excitement building to a climax
 -to show slow wandering description giving a sense of peace or boredom
PARENTHESIS:
Definition: non-essential information marked out from the text by two brackets (_____ ), commas  ,______ , or dashes  -- ______ --  
(There may be only one dash if close to the end of the sentence.)
Effect:   - to describe
 - to explain
               - to give an example
               - to create humour
ELLIPSIS:
Definition: Missing words or longer pause indicated by three dots…
Effect:   -to indicate a dramatic pause
               -to indicate a thought trailing off
          -to indicate something left unspoken to involve the reader in completing it
INVERSION:
Definition: changing the regular word order to place important words first or last
Effect:   -to stress the word misplaced
REPETITION:
Definition: repeated words
Effect:   -to stress important ideas or feelings
LIST:
Definition: a group of words with something in common, usually introduced by a colon or semi-colon and separated from each other by a series of commas or semi-colons
Effect:   -to better describe a thing, feeling or idea by giving it a number of aspects
               -to lend a cumulative (building) emphasis, even climax, around the subject 
CLIMAX: 
Definition: ending a sentence or list with the most important or emotional of several related elements
Effect:   -to lend a sense of excitement or to arouse heightened feeling in the reader



Standard Grade Questions and How to Answer:

Questions will either direct you to answer on sentence structure, or they will allow you to answer on sentence structure should you so choose. Open questions which will permit you to answer on Sentence Structure are questions which ask you to comment on the writers: technique, or the writer’s use of language or the way a writer expresses or emphasises something. 

Helpful Tip: An important point to remember when reading questions is that if you are given a quotation in the question with three dots… in the middle, this means the quotation has been shortened to fit on the page. To answer the question you will have to go to the text to see the whole quotation and base your answer on that.

Hot Tip: Learn: list, repetition and climax because they can be used to answer most sentence structure questions and they are often to be found together: a list often builds to a climax, and elements are often repeated in a list.

B) Steps to answering questions on Sentence Structure:

(i)             identification of feature
(ii)            example
(iii)           explanation of effect

e.g. “I came, I saw, I conquered”

	feature:  list separated by commas

	example: list of verbs (actions)

effect: stresses the man of action                                       


(i)            feature: repetition
(ii)           example:“I” is repeated
(iii)          effect: stresses “I” to suggest self-importance of speaker

	feature: climax
	example: “came…saw…conquered”

effect: build up to most important verb to stress man of war



EXAM QUESTIONS: FROM CREDIT LEVEL PAPER 2004:

QUESTION NUMBER 7:

Look at Paragraph 2.
7) “it was the reek of rotting flesh…fear.”

Explain fully how the writer emphasises the smell from the stranger

(i) through sentence structure

________________________________________________________________
                                                                                                        (2 / 1 / 0)
Relevant passage:

“He was breathing heavily, and the smell was inconceivably foul; it was the reek of rotting flesh, of festering wounds, of ancient perspiration, and of fear.”

Student Answers:

A) Because he uses a short sentence with strong describing words.
                                                                                                        (2 / 1 / 0)
B) He uses words that emphasise the smell all the way through the smell.
                                                                                                        (2 / 1 / 0)
C) She uses lots of commas making a list, showing that the stranger smelt of many things.                                                                  (2 / 1 / 0)

D) The writer uses lots of commas and semi-colons and also uses the word ‘of’ a lot in the sentence.                                                      (2 / 1/ 0)

E) He lists the various smells.                                  (2 / 1 / 0)

F) The writer has added a climax to fully emphasise the smell.
                                                                                                        (2 / 1 / 0)
G) It is short which shows hesitation and almost excitement. There is a lot of full stops which shows climax.                                  (2 / 1 / 0)

Examiner’s Answers:
One of:
-List 
-Repetition (of phrases) 
= I mark 
One of explanation reference to:                Saying ‘emphasis’ by itself = 0 marks
-Cumulative effect 
-Variety of smells 
-Climactic effect 
= 1 mark

Teacher’s Notes:
1) “He was breathing heavily, and the smell was inconceivably foul; it was the reek
of rotting flesh, of festering wounds, of ancient perspiration, and of fear.”

(i)        feature: list introduced by semi-colon and separated by commas
(ii)       examples: smells of: flesh, wounds, sweat and fear.
(iii)      effect: emphasises the foulness of the smell.

2) “He was breathing heavily, and the smell was inconceivably foul; it was the reek 
of rotting flesh, 
of festering wounds, 
of ancient perspiration, and 
of fear.”

(i)        feature: repetition
(ii)       example: repetition “of” the pattern of adjective and noun phrases
(iii)      effect: cumulative effect to build up sense of foulness.

3) “He was breathing heavily, and the smell was inconceivably foul; it was the 
reek of rotting flesh, of festering wounds, of ancient perspiration, and of fear.”
 
(i)        feature: climax
(ii)       example: build to “fear” at the end, set apart without an adjective
(iii)      effect: fear is the dominant smell/ emotion the writer wishes to emphasise
Marks Awarded to Student Answers: Question 7:

A) Because he uses a short sentence with strong describing words.
                                                                                                       (2 / 1 / 0)
0 mark = it is not a short sentence and no direct reference to “smell”

B) He uses words that emphasise the smell all the way through the smell.
                                                                                                       (2 / 1 / 0)
0 mark = no reference to list or repetition, and no mention of variety of smells

C) She uses lots of commas making a list, showing that the stranger smelt of many things.                                                                 (2 / 1 / 0)

1 mark = for list
1 mark = many smells

D) The writer uses lots of commas and semi-colons and also uses the word ‘of’ a lot in the sentence.                                                      (2 / 1/ 0)
0 mark = no mention of list or how it relates to emphasis of smells

E) He lists the various smells.                                  (2 / 1 / 0)

1 mark = list
1 mark = variety of smells

F) The writer has added a climax to fully emphasise the smell.
                                                                                                        (2 / 1 / 0)
1 mark = climax, but no reference to list or repetition

G) It is short which shows hesitation and almost excitement. There is a lot of full stops which shows climax.                                  (2 / 1 / 0)

0 mark = not short and not a lot of full stops, so mention of climax gets no award








QUESTION NUMBER 12:

Look at Paragraph 6 and 7.
12) Identify any two techniques used by the writer in paragraph 7 which help to convey the man’s sense of panic and distress.

(i) _____________________________________________________________

(ii) _____________________________________________________________
                                                                                                          (2 / 1 / 0)
Relevant passage:
“And the ice screams. It shrieks. And voices call to you out of it. And you look into it and you see people. They beckon and wave, and they mock, and you shoot into the ice but they don’t shut up, and then the ice squeaks. It squeaks all night, all night.”
Student Answers:

A) (i) Short sentences
    (ii) Repetition                                                                    (2 / 1 / 0)

B) (ii) He repeats himself when talking about the night.
                                                                                                         (2 / 1 / 0)
C) (i) Short sentences used to convey his shock.
    (ii) He frequently repeats himself to convey his panic.
                                                                                                         (2 / 1 / 0)
D) (i) He uses mainly short abrupt sentences.
    (ii) He uses commas in one long sentence to give the   feeling of distress.
                                                                                                         (2 /1 / 0)
E) (i) Commas to show he has a list of fears.
    (ii) Shorter sentences to show hesitation and distress.
                                                                                                         (2 / 1 / 0)
F) (i) He repeats the words, “It squeaks.”
   (ii) He talks to the ice.
                                                                                                 (2 / 1 / 0)
G) (i) “And the ice screams. It shrieks and voices call to you out of it.”
    (ii) “It squeaks all night, all night.”                       
                                                                    (2 / 1 / 0)


Examiner’s Answers:
Any two of:
-Short sentences
-Use of repetition
-list   
= 2 marks

Teacher’s Notes:
1) “And the ice screams. 
It shrieks. 
And voices call to you out of it. 
And you look into it and you see people. 
They beckon and wave, and they mock, and you shoot into the ice but they don’t shut up, and then the ice squeaks. 
It squeaks all night, all night.”

	feature: short sentences
	example: “And the ice screams. It shrieks.”
	effect: to convey sense of panic and breathlessness


   2) “And the ice screams. It shrieks. And voices call to you out of it. And you look into it   and you see people. They beckon 
and wave, 
and they mock, 
and you shoot into the ice but they don’t shut up, 
and then the ice squeaks. 
                      It squeaks 
all night, 
all night.”

	feature: repetition
	examples “and”, “squeaks”, “all night”

effect: “and” shows speed of speech running on excitedly
                   “squeaks” emphasises the horror of the sound
                   “all night” emphasises how it didn’t let up






Marks Awarded to Student Answers: Question 12:

A) (i) Short sentences
    (ii) Repetition                                                                    (2 / 1 / 0)

1 mark = short sentence                        1 mark = repetition  

B) (ii) He repeats himself when talking about the night.
                                                                                                         (2 / 1 / 0)
1 mark = repetition

C) (i) Short sentences used to convey his shock.
    (ii) He frequently repeats himself to convey his panic.
                                                                                                        (2 / 1 / 0)
1 mark = short sentences                      1 mark = repetition

D) (i) He uses mainly short abrupt sentences.
    (ii) He uses commas in one long sentence to give the   feeling of distress.
                                                                                                        (2 /1 / 0)
1 mark = short sentences
0 mark = almost there (addition of repeated ‘and’ would have scored)

E) (i) Commas to show he has a list of fears.
    (ii) Shorter sentences to show hesitation and distress.
                                                                                                        (2 / 1 / 0)
1 mark = list                                         1 mark = short sentences

F) (i) He repeats the words, “It squeaks.”
   (ii) He talks to the ice.
                                                                                                (2 / 1 / 0)
1 mark = repetition
0 mark = right idea but should have mentioned ‘personification’ of the ice

G) (i) “And the ice screams. It shrieks and voices call to you out of it.”
    (ii) “It squeaks all night, all night.”
                                                                   (2 / 1 / 0)
0 mark = simply quoted with no comment

QUESTION NUMBER 16:

Look at Paragraph 13 and 14.
16) “Pelagia was astounded.”

How does the sentence structure in the rest of the paragraph develop Pelagia’s sense of astonishment?


                                                                                                    (2 / 1 / 0)
Relevant Passage:

“Pelagia was astounded. Psipsina was afraid of strangers, and how did this ghastly ruin know her name? Who could have told him?  She wiped her hands on her apron for the lack of any sense of what to think or do and said, ‘Mandras?’”


Student Answers:

A) It follows a list of questions that Pelagia asks herself. 
                                                                                                    (2 / 1 / 0)
B) She asks questions to herself about how he knows her and uses words that relate with being astounded.                                             (2 / 1 / 0)

C) Because Psipsina was normally afraid of normal looking strangers but this stranger was worse for wear and even knew her name.       (2 / 1 / 0)
                            
D) Because the whole paragraph is her wondering about this mystery man, until she says, “Mandras?”                                      (2 / 1 / 0)

E) It is short so it shows excitement and shock and question marks show what she is thinking in total disbelief.                                       (2 / 1 / 0)

F) She started to realise who it was and she was shocked.
                                                                                                    (2 / 1 / 0)
G) It starts with questions but then slowly builds up to realisation.
                                                                                                    (2 / 1 / 0)

Examiner’s Answers:

One of:
-list
-series of
-lots of follow on
= 1 mark

questions
=1 mark

Teacher’s Notes:

1)“Pelagia was astounded. Psipsina was afraid of strangers, and 
how did this ghastly ruin know her name? 
Who could have told him?  
She wiped her hands on her apron for the lack of any sense of what to think or do and said, ‘Mandras?’”

	feature: list of questions

examples: questions as to how he knows and the guess as to his identity
effect: shows confusion of mind and struggle of comprehension
















Marks Awarded to Student Answers: Question 16:

A) It follows a list of questions that Pelagia asks herself. 
                                                                                                (2 / 1 / 0)
1 mark = list
1 mark = questions

B) She asks questions to herself about how he knows her and uses words that relate with being astounded.                                         (2 / 1 / 0)

1 mark = questions
0 mark = talking about word choice rather than sentence structure

C) Because Psipsina was normally afraid of normal looking strangers but this stranger was worse for wear and even knew her name.    (2 / 1 / 0)

0 mark = answer refers to meaning and not sentence structure
                            
D) Because the whole paragraph is her wondering about this mystery man, until she says, “Mandras?”                                    (2 / 1 / 0)

0 mark = has the right idea but cannot score because no mention of technique = questions

E) It is short so it shows excitement and shock and question marks show what she is thinking in total disbelief.                                    (2 / 1 / 0)

1 mark = questions
0 mark = it is not short

F) She started to realise who it was and she was shocked.
                                                                                                (2 / 1 / 0)
0 mark = answer relates to meaning and not sentence structure

G) It starts with questions but then slowly builds up to realisation.
                                                                                                (2 / 1 / 0)
1 mark = questions
0 mark = no connection between questions and build up to realisation

QUESTION NUMBER 19:

Look at Paragraph 15 to 17.
19. Identify one way in which the writer conveys the intensity of Pelagia’s feelings about the fact that Mandras has not written.
___________________________________________________________________
                                                                                                       (2 / 0)
Relevant Passage:
“’You never wrote to me,’ she said, coming up with the first thing that entered her head, the accusation that had rankled in her mind from the moment of his departure, the accusation that had grown into an angry resentful monster.”
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
“’I thought you were dead. I thought you…couldn’t love me.’”

Student Answers:

A) He builds up to a climax to her finally saying, “I thought you…couldn’t love me.”                                                                            (2 / 0)
                                                                                                       
B) The writer makes a list of all the different things Pelagia was feeling. The writer uses lots of commas.                                                   (2 / 0)
                                                                                                  
C) He uses commas to list her feelings, but these descriptions are long, making them have the feeling of intensity.                             (2 / 0)

D) Because it was the first thing she thought about and the writer makes us know that.                                                                        (2 / 0)

E) She had betrothed herself to an illiterate, without even knowing it and couldn’t someone else have written for you.                               (2 / 0)

F) There is a build to the climax from the first thing to enter her head, to the accusation that rankled her, to the final accusation that he was a monster.  
                                                                                                      (2 / 0)
                                                                   
G) The writer uses ellipsis: “I thought you…couldn’t love me.” To show her pausing, unable to continue for a second because of the pain of the memory.                                                                                      (2 / 0)
Examiner’s Answers:
Any one of:
Repetition of “accusation” 
Climax of “monster” or “couldn’t love me” 
Ellipsis to show strong feeling
= 2 marks 

Teacher’s Notes:
1) “’You never wrote to me,’ she said, coming up with the first thing that entered her head, the accusation that had rankled in her mind from the moment of his departure, the accusation that had grown into an angry resentful monster.”
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
“’I thought you were dead. I thought you…couldn’t love me.’”

	feature: repetition

example: “accusation”
effect: stresses her sense of hurt and blame at his behaviour

2) “’You never wrote to me,’ she said, coming up with

the first thing that entered her head, 

the accusation that had rankled in her mind from the moment of his departure, 
the accusation that had grown into an angry, resentful monster.”
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
“’I thought you were dead. I thought you…couldn’t love me.’”

	feature: climax
	example: from a thought, to how it “rankled” then turned into a “monster”

effect: build up to exaggeration emphasises the growth of anger and resentment

3) “’You never wrote to me,’ she said, coming up with the first thing that entered her head, the accusation that had rankled in her mind from the moment of his departure, the accusation that had grown into an angry resentful monster.”
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
“’I thought you were dead. I thought you…couldn’t love me.’”
	feature: ellipsis

example: “I thought you…couldn’t love me.”
	effect: pause emphases pain caused by the realisation 
Marks awarded to Student Answers: Question 19:

A) He builds up to a climax to her finally saying, “I thought you…couldn’t love me.”                                                                                      (2 / 0)

2 marks = climax
                                                                                                       
B) The writer makes a list of all the different things Pelagia was feeling. The writer uses lots of commas.                                                    (2 / 0)

0 mark = not a list
                                                                                                  
C) He uses commas to list her feelings, but these descriptions are long, making them have the feeling of intensity.                              (2 / 0)

0 marks = not a list and length does not automatically relate to intensity

D) Because it was the first thing she thought about and the writer makes us know that.                                                                          (2 / 0)

0 mark = irrelevant answer

E) She had betrothed herself to an illiterate, without even knowing it and couldn’t someone else have written for you.                                (2 / 0)

0 mark = no reference to technique = just repeats information from passage

F) There is a build to the climax from the first thing to enter her head, to the accusation that rankled her, to the final accusation that he was a monster.  
                                                                                                        (2 / 0)
2 marks = climax

G) The writer uses ellipsis: “I thought you…couldn’t love me.” To show her pausing, unable to continue for a second because of the pain of the memory.   
                                                                                                (2 / 0)
2 marks = ellipsis

SENTENCE STRUCTURE

4. How does the writer suggest Kerri’s enthusiasm after her test on the bike: (Paragraphs 4-5)

She thought it was fantastic. 
Unbelievable. The best!


13. Look again at the sentence which begins “Ken is lucky…” (paragraph 8)

How does the structure of the whole sentence help to reinforce how busy Julie is between Easter and October?
Ken is lucky that Julie can 
drive one of the trucks,
 change the two ft high 
tyres, make sure Alex does
 his school lessons, on his 
laptop, cook, make sandwiches and dish out the £2 tickets.


16. Identify two techniques used by the writer which help to involve the reader in his description of the Indian Scout motorbikes. Quote the evidence from the paragraph  (10) to support your answers.

(b) by sentence structure:
so Chicago cops could use their right
 hands for drawing their revolvers 
and shooting Al Capone style 
gangsters. This means bikes are
 perfect for tricks. Take your hand off the throttle of a modern motor bike and
 it slips back to idling mode…



7) “it was the reek of rotting flesh…fear.”

Explain fully how the writer emphasises the smell from the stranger
(i) through sentence structure

“He was breathing heavily, and the smell was inconceivably foul; it was the reek of rotting flesh, of festering wounds, of ancient perspiration, and of fear.”

________________________________________________________________
                                                                                                        (2 / 1 / 0)
12) Identify any two techniques used by the writer in paragraph 7 which help to convey the man’s sense of panic and distress.

“And the ice screams. It shrieks. And voices call to you out of it. And you look into it and you see people. They beckon and wave, and they mock, and you shoot into the ice but they don’t shut up, and then the ice squeaks. It squeaks all night, all night.”

(i) _____________________________________________________________

(ii) _____________________________________________________________
                                                                                                          (2 / 1 / 0)
16) “Pelagia was astounded.”
How does the sentence structure in the rest of the paragraph develop Pelagia’s sense of astonishment?

“Pelagia was astounded. Psipsina was afraid of strangers, and how did this ghastly ruin know her name? Who could have told him?  She wiped her hands on her apron for the lack of any sense of what to think or do and said, ‘Mandras?’”

_______________________________________________________________
19. Identify one way in which the writer conveys the intensity of Pelagia’s feelings about the fact that Mandras has not written.

 “’You never wrote to me,’ she said, coming up with the first thing that entered her head, the accusation that had rankled in her mind from the moment of his departure, the accusation that had grown into an angry resentful monster.”


___________________________________________________________________
                                                                                                      



